
Girls on the Run (Other dreams.) [readings 37] 
for Dicky, Julia, Kathleen, and Gustav

mark so

                           The silence was so intense there might have been a
sound moving around in it, but we knew nothing of  that.

[...]

An illustration changes us.

[...]

So the truth just washed up on the shore,
a bundle of  nerves, not resembling much of  anything
we cared to remember.

[...]

                    To the passing fine day
were added the rudiments of  music.
I too a cruel one I gave some
of  my substance to the wind

[...]

Some were cold, some were near, some were clear.
Some were like lighthouses out of  which startled gulls flew
to change something in the colored environment of  sky
before retracing their steps to the dome.

[...]

                                               So they set to work, with a right good will,
saw and hammer in hand, and little by little the thing took shape.

[...]

And some were vortices
of  blue and yellow.

[...]

For wasn't that what the Creator had in mind? That we should all muck about
helplessly, for a few minutes, and then stand back
to look at what a small difference we had made merely by observing crusty silence and then speaking up briefly?

[...]

                                                 Night did not recognize us
or our claims, but the night season is good
for all and sundry, to children especially, and plays a game without brains.

[...]

The wide avenue smiles.

     – John Ashbery, “Girls on the Run”



[10 people, scattered widely in an open place; each with an image of  some kind, drawn from a remote experience

using the text of  John Ashbery's long poem “Girls on the Run”

divide the poem's 21 episodes, numbered I - XXI, into 10 reading parts as follows:

1] I/XI/XXI 2] II/XII

3] III/XIII 4] IV/XIV

5] V/XV 6] VI/XVI

7] VII/XVII 8] VIII/XVIII

9] IX/XIX 10] X/XX

 parts freely assigned one per person, without regard to individuals' relative distribution in space

[reading the poem aloud once through, one reader after another, according to the numerical order of  episodes:

(cycling through parts 1-10 twice, then concluding with the first reader)
readers keeping their original places when reading

unhurried, in a normal manner

relaxed pauses between episodes

drifting through time and space

(a single copy of  the full text may be used by the group, handed quietly from one reader to the next)

[when not reading:

casting imagery over the present terrain for (long) periods of  time, once or twice each
locally or broadly, variably evident, perhaps intermittent or unmoored (free to move)

each image coming in and out gradually or abruptly

images occur independently, free to coincide with any other(s), oblivious to the reading
detached in quality, ethereal, mostly silent

(a gentle film-like chimera)
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